
(Mr. van Schaik, Netherlands)
However, we are still faced with the essential problem of how to act incase stocks or facilities have 

are refused. _ . not been registered and challenge
traditionaliy less open^ystems^fa major 
problem, if no adequate verification régime is established

Since this problem goes to the heart 
useful to explain what we

When the convention enters into force the envisaged system of routine 
pection will m general give adequate assurances that existing stockpiles 

of chemical weapons are destroyed and no new stockpiles are built 
doubts may arise, in particular about places and facilities that are not

perhaps ;f Ttec^i/l Pr°blem in SUCh Cases be misunderstanding,
most fff ^ Î ^ and it is obvious that a challenge inspectionmost effectively dissipate any misgivings. P

of the convention, I think it may be 
see as the crux of challenge inspections.

However,

can

Party's i^ffcfdel ^ be baSed on suspicion that a State
Party is in fact deliberately not properly implementing the convention
indeed3 °landeStine st°ckpiling and production of chemical weapons should 
indeed also be covered by the convention.

, -Ifc is °5 Cr"cial ^Portance that in cases of such malevolent practices
request for^hallsna °ther 0^stacle oan b« P“<= in the way of a justified 
request for challenge inspection. For the effective functioning of the
convention, confidence in its implementation is essential.
only be instilled if intrusive on-site inspection is, in those cases of 
supposed malpractices, guaranteed. f

The United States delegation has, now three years ago, in its proposal
'SZZTlr Tit00> ri9htly POinted OUt the i" "hlch we shoïïdfîud a 
.v . ' ® feel the Britlsh approach, as presented in CD/715, building on

e nited States proposal, to be a realistic one. The British Working Paper 
advanced the rdea that in exceptional circumstances, in particular for 

, 11°na security reasons, alternative measures may be proposed by the
en9ff llTl'l:': ShOUld be to the satisfaction S the challengingcannot i „ ! State 15 not satisfied and if the challenged State

cannot intime advance other alternative measures, contracting parties will
theeconve“t!=;?n ^ “MCh ^ challa"9ed State may be declared as violating

Cases

no

Confidence can

It is clear that all parties have 
never break out. 
treaty as such, 
months we seek

an interest that such a crisis will 
It could in fact undermine the overall functioning 

It is therefore of the greatest importance that in the coming 
a solution which minimizes the risk that such a crisis 

,Ua ^"°n ^ ln fact lead to the breaking down of the convention. But the
ShOUld remain that the complaining party has the right to international 

challenge inspection on the spot.
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